[Epidermal barrier - molecular structure and disorders in selected ichthyoses].
Ichthyosis is a rare, clinically heterogeneous group of 36 skin diseases with Mendelian inheritance, characterized by disorders of cornification (MeDOC, Mendelian Disorders Of Cornification). Currently there are 35 genes known which mutations are a molecular cause of different MeDOC. They encode proteins involved in the processes of keratinocytes differentiation, lipid synthesis and metabolism and DNA repair. Despite of this high molecular heterogeneity that leads to dysfunction and structure disorder of various epidermal components, the secondary effect of mutations in different genes is similar - disruption of the epidermal barrier and elevated transepidermal water loss. Disturbances in this basic epidermal protective function activate the repair mechanisms within the epidermis and lead i.a. to the primary symptom of MeDOC - hyperkeratosis. In this review we presented the current knowledge of biochemical processes and molecular causes of clinical symptoms based on selected examples of MeDOC.